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Abstract

As a branch of machine learning, Deep Learning is already becoming a promis-
ing approach for developing more sophisticated models for different intelligent
applications. Recent deep learning activities such as image recognition, speech
categorization, and automatic machine translation have shown significant accom-
plishments in training the models. But the enormous computation and data input
are still a huge burden to a single machine. Recent deep learning framework Ten-
sorflow released a distributed version, but it still cannot provide quality of service
(QoS) or utilize integrated accelerators efficiently such as GPU and FPGA to ac-
celerate the computation.

In this work, we designed and implemented a distributed Deep Learning library
based on the big data framework Spark, which is widely adopted in the distri-
bution system area. We also want to integrate the accelerators such as GPU and
FPGA to show how complex neural networks applications can be speed up. In
the evaluation part, we show that the distributed deep learning library improve the
performance 1.97 times with two nodes and 2.93 times with three nodes.

1 Introduction

As a branch of machine learning, Deep Learning [1] is already becoming a promising approach for
developing more sophisticated models for different intelligent applications. Recent deep learning
activities such as image recognition, speech categorization, and automatic machine translation have
shown significant accomplishments in training the models. But the enormous computation and data
input are still a huge burden to a single machine. Recent deep learning framework Tensorflow [2]
released a distributed version, but it still cannot provide quality of service (QoS) or utilize integrated
accelerators such as GPU and FPGA to accelerate the computation.

In this work, we designed and implemented a distributed deep learning library base on Spark [3]
platform, which is being widely adopted in data analysis community. We also have integrated ac-
celerators such as GPU and FPGA to show how complex neural networks applications can be ac-
celerated. In the evaluation section, we show that the distributed deep learning library improves the
performance around 1.92 times with two nodes, and about 2.93 times with three nodes.

Deep Learning techniques are becoming increasingly popular for analysis of large business and
scientific data sets. Achieving high accurate data models requires massive amount of input training
data, however most of the current deep learning tools still try to scale up both storage and processing
on a single machine, to be able to process such large amount of data, along computation intensive
models. The execution time of training phase of an accurate and efficient model could become a
bottleneck when the data size scales. Research scientists need to setup the network with initial meta-
configurations and wait for a long time to get back the trained model, which reduces the performance
in the model training process.
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In order to solve this problem, one solution is utilizing accelerators such as GPU and FPGA, for
doing the computation part. Many frameworks such as Caffe and TensorFlow have introduced these
feature to some extent. They can offload certain operations onto GPU cores. Since GPUs consist of
hundreds to thousands of core, certain operations could be accelerated significantly. Unfortunately,
a single system can scale-up to some extents, which makes some limitation for the feasibility of
current frameworks.

Frameworks like TensorFlow has released a distributed feature in a recent version. It can transpar-
ently distribute the computation on different nodes in a cluster. Unfortunately, TensorFlow lacks all
essential features of a distributed system, as it has been mentioned before.

To solve the problems mentioned above, we proposed a new distributed deep learning framework
base on Spark and implemented a prototype as a library within Spark. The key contributions of this
approach as follows:

• Leveraging distributed feature in Spark, this library can scale out both dataset and compu-
tation, by distrbuting both data and certain operations. This library targets large-scale deep
learning processes that benefits from data and execution parallelism.

• Utilizing GPUs and FPGAs to accelerate computation. This approach can offload training
process into accelerators.

2 Background

In recent years, deep learning has been emerged as the promising future of artificial intelligence. As
a result, considerable effort is undergoing both in industry and academy to build more sophisticated
and intelligent systems. As an example, in an effort from DeepMind [4] an intelligent applications
was able to beat a human in Go [5]. Due to computation intensity of deep learning applications,
training phase of deep networks introduces large waiting time. Current solutions are using one or
multiple accelerators on a single machine, such as GPUs. Unfortunately a single system can only
scale-up to a certain limit. We found it necessary to develop and analyse the scale-out version of
deep networks training. Our main purpose of this project is to study distributed deep networks
training. Our contributions include: (1) Implementation of a Deep Network model on Spark (2)
Distribution of training and test data on multiple nodes in a cluster of machines (3) Extension of
MLlib [6] to support Convolutional Neural Networks (4) Integration of Spark MLlib with GPU and
FPGA acceleration..

2.1 Deep Learning

Deep leaning is (1) multiple layers of nonlinear processing units and (2) the supervised or unsuper-
vised learning of feature representations in each layer [7]. In summary, it is a set of algorithms that
attempt to model high level abstractions from input training data. Deep neural networks, convolu-
tional deep neural networks, deep belief networks and recurrent neural networks are all famous deep
learning architectures as well. Deep learning has been applied to many fields such as computer vi-
sion, automatic speech recognition ,and even natural language processing. Applications like Siri [8],
Google Now [9], and Cortana [10] are an example of deep models in our daily life.

2.2 GPGPU

GPGPU is general purpose graphics processing unit, a use of graphic processors to perform general
computations. It is mainly used for tasks that have once been the domain of high-power CPUs, such
as physics calculations, encryption/decryption, and scientific computations. It makes use of many
number of cores to perform one operation on different sections of data in parallel. Using hundreds
to thousands of cores, certain processes could be performed much faster than CPU, although GPU
performs in lower frequency than CPU. GPGPU pipelines have been found suitable for scientific
computing. Since GPU has much more cores than CPU, it can be combined with CPU to compute
the parallel part of the code while the rest of sequential section are done by CPU. Recently language
extensions like OpenCL [11] and CUDA [12] have been emerged for GPGPU computing. Possible
applications like High-Performance Computing, Digital Signal Processing, Bioinformatics, Cryp-
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tography and Deep Learning all make benefit from such widely-available processors to accelerate
intensive workloads substantially.

2.3 FPGA

FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) is an integrated circuit could be configured by a customer
or a designer. Specific hardware blocks could be programmed on part of the chip, in order to enable
fast computation of set of desirable operations. Recently an effort from Intel [13] and Altera [14]
had led into introduction of OpenCL extension for FPGA chips. FPGAs could be considered a
great fit for Deep Learning applications by implementing sections of the model explicitly inside the
hardware, which can reduce the number of cycles which is necessary for the calculation. As an
extra advantage, FPGAs could be reprogrammed even during the application execution time with an
acceptable overhead. Using mentioned feature, FPGA can act as a polymorphic accelerator for our
deep model during the training phase.

2.4 Spark

Spark is a cluster computing framework which enables massive data processing on a cluster of
machines in parallel. Spark is following the SIMD architecture where the data is distributed over
multiple machines and the user can apply operations on the whole data transparently. As a result,
iterative algorithms can be applied on distributed set of data, transparently. Spark uses scala as it’s
programming interface and makes use of RDDs (Resilient Distributed Dataset) to represent a piece
of data. RDDs are designed to be immutable and stay lazy as much it’s possible. Main featurs of
spark are listed as: (1) automatic data parallelism, (2) efficient programming interface, (3) cluster
management integration, (4) quality of service guarantee, (5) efficient resource utilization, and (6)
fault tolerant mechanism. However, spark provides no support for FPGAs and GPUs. Also small
studies has been done on acceleration of Spark with heterogeneous hardware. Our work is going to
study the combination of accelerators along Spark framework for deep learning applications.

3 Design

Our solution is designed to address the aforementioned limitations of the current Deep Learning
frameworks. This section presents 1) How ANN package in Spark has been extended to support
Convolutional Deep Neural networks, 2) Utilizing third-party linear algebra libraries for performing
matrix computations, and 3) scheduling intensive operations on different accelerators. The current
implementation focuses on proving feasibility of Spark framework for heavy deep convolutional
networks, but there are many future research directions which could be addressed on top of our
solution.

3.1 Enabling Spark to Support CNN

Spark leverages one of it’s standard sub-libraries called MLlib, which is designed specifically for
performing machine learning algorithms on massive amount of data. This library has a set of diverse
ML algorithms such as Artificial Neural Networks, Clustering, Recommendation and etc. All these
implementations are following the SIMD architecture where the same operation is being applied to
different set of data in each stage of the execution. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of Spark.

Our solution is designed to leverage and extend ANN package, in order to stay compatible with the
rest of the environment. In ANN package users can define their model using the layer abstraction
implementations, such as MatMul, Operation, Add and etc. Every layer should implement three
main functions: (1) Computation: Given the input it should be able to calculate the output, (2)
Delta: Given the delta value of the next layer, it should derive the delta value of current layer, (3)
Gradient: Given the calculated gradient value of the previous layer, it should calculate the current
gradient. Using these three main functions, the optimizer can step forward and backward on each
layer and calculate the final gradients of each layer and then update the parameters respectively.

Our Spark CNN extension is following the same abstraction, for integration with the rest of the Spark
ML ecosystem. The CNN package has new operations such as full convolution, same convolution,
valid convolution, max pooling, lru and etc. Using the CNN package, users can easily stick multiple
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Figure 1: CNN Architecture

layers with different functionalities together and start training the network using one of the available
optimizers. In this paper we are using the stochastic gradient descent optimizer for convenience.

3.2 Efficiently Performing Matrix Computations

Spark CNN package is utilizing a third-party library called BLAS [15] in order to perform matrix
multiplications efficiently. BLAS is a library, providing a set of basic linear algebra methods highly
optimized for a target architecture. BLAS library is designed to provide a single interface for to
the application, and a set of kernel cores for different target architectures such as Intel x86, Nvidia
CUDA, OpenCL-enabled devices, ARM Processors and etc. Applications can dynamically decide
which processor to perform BLAS methods, in systems which are equipped with different set of
processors. These different kernels are loaded inside the operating system as shared object libraries.

Since Spark is working in Java environment it should use a binding called Breeze, in order to call
system wide methods through Java. CNN package is also mapping complicated operations such as
convolution and max-pooling into a sequence of BLAS kernel calls. As a result, the Spark CNN
package can offload intensive mathematical operations onto a highly optimized library.

3.3 Enabling Multi Accelerator Computation

BLAS library is being shipped with an OpenCL language extension biding, which can iterate over
all OpenCL enabled devices in the system and perform it’s kernel operations on an OpenCL-enabled
device. Our solution is enforcing clBLAS to take responsibility for execution of BLAS method calls.
clBLAS also provides an option for the caller to choose which device to offload the processing into.
Using this mechanism, the application can choose the right accelerator dynamically. Using this
mechanism, the caller can dynamically offload the processing onto the most appropriate device.

4 Evaluation

In this section we compare the execution time of the Cifar-10 benchmark on both Spark and Ten-
sorflow platforms. The Cifar-10 implementation on Tensoflow is following the single node version.
We have made major changes into the source code to be able to distribute the model processing on
multiple nodes. The implementation of Cifar-10 on both platforms is following the SIMD model,
where the master node is responsible for synchronizing model parameters and each node is executing
single round of the whole model on a subset of the whole batch of data.
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Figure 2: Cifar-10 Model Graph Representation

The experiments were done on a cluster of 4 nodes, each with four eight-core 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5
CPUs, 64GB of RAM, and 1TB SAS disk and interconnected by 10Gbps Ethernet switch. All nodes
run Ubuntu 14.04 Linux with the 3.16.0-x86 64 kernel and use EXT4 as ther local file system. The
evaluations uses Hadoop 2.5.2, Apache Spark 2.1 and TensorFlow 0.12. For HDFS one node serves
as a NameNode and others as DataNodes. For TensorFlow and Spark, one node serves as a master
and others as workers. HDFS block size is defaulted to 128MB, and replication level is three. Each
Spark worker’s resource usage is also set to 1 CPU core and 1GB of memory.

For evaluation we have chosen Cifar-10 model from the TensorFlow model repository. Figure 2
shows the structure of this model with all the operations involved in each layer. We have executed
the training phase for 5000 iterations and calculated the final Loss value. Cifar-10 binary version
has been used as the training and evaluation dataset.

4.1 Scale-out Speedup

In this section we want to show the performance improvement gained by distributing the training
process onto multiple nodes. Figure 3 shows the execution time of the same model on both Spark and
Tensorflow frameworks. As it’s shown, introducing new nodes is improving the total performance
of the execution time. For example, in Tensorflow platform comparing with the single node version,
adding one more node would increase performance around 1.97 times and adding two more nodes
is increasing performance about 2.93 times. These results present huge opportunity in distribution
of different deep models training. The same results apply for the Spark version.

4.2 Spark vs. Tensorflow

In this section we would like to discuss the detail about execution time of the same model on spark
and Tensorflow. Figure 4 shows the performance difference between Spark and Tensorflow while
training the Cifar-10 model on both frameworks with same number of iterations and dataset. The
training time on Spark is 28.57% slower than Tensorflow. There are many possible points of bot-
tlenecks such as (1) Using Non-optimized convolution implementation in Spark, (2) Unoptimized
resource dedication to each worker in Spark cluster, (3) logical bugs and differences between imple-
mentation of operations in Spark against Tensorflow and (4) Spark is written ins Java while Tensor-
flow is using C++. We believe by improving the sources of bottleneck, our system could peroform
at least the same as Tensorflow. Need to mention Spark environment provides benefits, as discussed
in previous section, which none of them exists in the Tensorflow environment.

Finally we have evaluated the final loss value after 5000 rounds of training on both Spark and
Tensorflow. In our experiment Tensorflows finishes with loss value of 2.1, while Spark finishes with
6.3. There is a possibility of difference in the Spark ML implementation of Softmax Cross Entropy
with the Tensorflow.
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Figure 3: Scale-out Speedup

Figure 4: Performance Comparison
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5 Future Works

In this paper we have discussed the feasibility of training deep models using the Apache Spark
framework. We believe there are many interesting research directions as future works. Here we are
listing some of the potential directions we plan to do in our future research works.

• Heterogenous Cluster Management: Introducing Accelerators such as GPU and FPGA cre-
ates new challenges in cluster-wide resource scheduling. This means the scheduler needs
to take into account the FGPA and GPU resource sharing along CPU and memory allo-
cation. Beside, GPU and FPGA both has different characteristics in shared environments.
As a result, the new cluster manager needs to schedule all available resource in a multi-
dimensional model.

• Model Caching: Caching frequent accessed information in the memory has proven to in-
troduce significant speed-up. The same could be applied to Deep Learning workloads. Our
experiments shows deep learning workloads have unique characteristics such as frequent
access and update into model, frequent backward and forward propagation and etc. As
an example during a forward step multiple intermediate results are being generated, which
are being used in the next back-propagation phase. Since intermediate result can consume
significant amount of memory, keeping it in the memory could affect the next layers com-
putations. This brings this question which part of data should be kept in the memory and
which part should be spilled into the memory.

• Accelerators Virtualization: Clusters of machines are usually being used by multiple users
at the same time. Schedulers provide a mechanism to share a single resource between mul-
tiple users using virtualization technique. Having accelerators like GPU and FPGA brings
this challenge that how these resources should be virtualized efficiently and effectively.

• Spark with FPGA vs. TensorFlow with GPU: Using FPGAs in our environment could
prove the feasibility of using programmable accelerators for intensive applications such as
FPGA. We plan to test the same model training in Spark using FPGAs in order to measure
the the speedup gain.

6 Related Work

there are some works that tried to use GPU for deep learning and accelerate, [16] is a compiler that
combines CPU with GPU and does optimization. Another work [2] which is mostly focused on
deep models and provides some preliminary baseline for distributed training. In the evaluation part,
we also made a comparison with [2] which has optimizations and can be used to express training
and inference algorithms for deep neural network models. [17] presented a new machine learning
software library where most machine learning algorithms have been implemented. [18] also pro-
vided with a neat and mutable framework for deep learning algorithms and a collection of reference
models. It allows experimentation and seamless switching among platforms for ease of development
and deployment from prototyping machines to cloud environments. [3] presents RDDs(Resilient
Distributed Datasets) which allows programmers to perform in-memory computations on large clus-
ters in a fault-tolerant manner.It is implemented based on Spark, where this project is also based
on. However, none of the above works presented distributed computation efficiently, along basic
features of distributed systems. Also none of the mentioned works has integrated their systems with
FPGAs. So our work is the very first to prove that distributed work can be applied to Spark and can
largely improve computation performance.

7 Conclusion

Deep learning has been intensively studied over the past decade and yet most researchers focus on
developing ”deeper” architectures by introducing more and more layers. Few attempts have been
made to improve its computational efficiency, although running deep learning algorithms become
increasingly costly. In this project, we study deep learning from a new perspective by distributing
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the computation into different machines in order to reduce the running time. We adopt a distributed
system called Spark and implement a library for conducting convolutional neural networks on Spark.
Our results have demonstrated the potential of using a distributed system for improving the perfor-
mance of deep learning. By adding two more nodes into the system, we manage to reduce the
running time up to 1.97 times of the original one.

An open issue with our framework is that our current implementation on the Spark platform has
slightly lower performance compared with a state-of-the-art method, TensorFlow. This is probably
due to the difference of the nature of the two approaches. TensorFlow uses C++ while Spark is
running on Java which is slower than C++ in most cases. Thus it would be ideal to investigate
the underlying causes of the difference in performance. We believe by improving the sources of
bottleneck, our system could outperform TensorFlow

Our project explores the use of distributed systems for enhancing the performance of deep learning
algorithms. Future work could include studying multi-dimensional heterogenous cluster scheduling,
modeling caching opportunity both on CPU and accelerators devices, accelerator virtualization in
shared environments, and applying quality of Service Guarantees for multiple learning applications
running on a shared cluster. It would be also interesting to compare the performances of FPGA
acceleration against TensorFlow GPU. In addition, we expect Spark to adopt GPU in their system in
the future. Therefore, extending our implementation in order to borrow GPU could be a promising
direction to boost the performance.
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